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Longterm

increases in Western Mediterranean

salinities

and temperatures' anthropogenic and climatic sources
Gerd Krahmann • and Friedrich Schott
IfM Kiel, Germany.

thesetrends• speculated
on connections
to the changing boundaryconditions[Bethouxet al., 1990] [Robling
sinceabout the 1950s.The causesof thesechangeshave, andBryden,1992] [LeamanandSchott,1991].ExplanaAbstract.

The deep water of the western Mediter-

ranean Sea is known to have become warmer and saltier

however, not yet been sactisfactorily determined. Previous studies speculated on decreasingprecipitation,

tions differ in attributing the deeptrends to an increase
in sea surface salinity in either the eastern or the western Mediterranean. Higher salinities at the surfacereach
deeper levels via the formation of deep and intermediate

greenhouse
warmingand/or anthropogenic
reductionof
the freshwater flux into the eastern Mediterranean.

Here

we report on resultsfrom a new oceanographicdatabase
of the western Mediterranean Sea together with determinations of longterm changesof the fresh water budget. We analyzed temperature and salinity data of the
past 40 years to detect deviations from the longterm
average.Certain areas and depth ranges are showing

ject to the climatic conditions in its formation area in
the eastern Mediterranean while the second, the Modi-

increasesin temperature or salinity some of which have

fied Atlantic Water (MAW), is water of Atlantic origin

been found earlier

which during its residencein the western Mediterranean
is affected by the local climatic conditions.
Earlier evidenceon changesin the freshwaterbudget
suggestedthat the sourceof the trends is located in the
eastern Mediterranean, where the construction of the
Asswan dam in Egypt in the 1960s causeda reduction

watermasses[Leamanand Schott,1991].Sincetwo different watermassescontribute to newly formed WMDW
one or both of them may contain higher salinities. The

first, the Levantine Intermediate Water (LIW), is sub-

and some which are new. From the

regional and vertical distribution we concludethat the
observed increases of temperature and salinity in the
westernMediterranean Sea are causedboth by changes
in atmospheric conditions as described by the NAOindex and by the regulation of Spanishrivers.

of the Nile discharge
of 0.04m yr-• distributedoverthe
eastern Mediterranean, a substantial changeof the average freshwaterlossof the Mediterranean Sea of about

Introduction

0.8 m yr-•

[Brydenet al., 1994].A furtherknownre-

The Mediterranean Seais characterizedby an average duction of the freshwater input into the Mediterranean
loss of heat and freshwater to the atmosphere. A qua- resultedfrom a 15% decreaseof local precipitation over
sistationary freshwater and heat balance is maintained
by an exchangeof water through the Strait of Gibraltar
with inflow in an upper and outflow in a lower layer. The
outflowing watermassesare formed within the Mediterranean under local climatic conditions, some of which
obviously changed since the beginning of the century.
Extended
ranean

use of the freshwater

area reduced

the past 30 years [Hurtell, 1995].
Sinceboth theseknown changesaffectthe seasurface,
longterm changesshould be most distinct in the surface salinities. However, neither for the western nor for
the eastern Mediterranean such longterm surface salinity changeshave yet been proven. On the basis of our
newly composedhydrographic dataset we are able to localize decadal changesin hydrographic properties and
attempt to establish a link between them and the surface boundary conditions.

resources in the Mediter-

the river runoff into the Mediter-

ranean. Furthermore the precipitation decreasedsignificantly between the 1950s and the early 1990s. A corresponding change in Mediterranean watermass properties can thus be expected. Observations indeed revealed
that the temperature and the salinity of the western

Data

Mediterraneandeepwater (WMDW) was continuously

and

Methods

For our analyses, we have compiled historical temperature and salinity data into a comprehensiveclimatol-

rising over at least the past 30 years. Studies analyzing

ogy of the westernMediterranean [Krahmann,1997].
The database (about 36000 profiles) includesprofiles
from the NODC CD-ROM, from the MED2 dataset
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trend though our results indicate that it is not necessarily a progressing development.
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16+5.10 -4 C yr-• and 8+1 ß 10-4 yr-•, respectively,
are in agreement with those found in previous studies. Below 1800 m significanttrends of comparablesize
are present in all three regions,while in region 2, the
WMDW formation area, they extend from the seafloor
up to 1000 m depth. This distribution indicates that the
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Figure 1. Division of the western Mediterranean Sea
into three regions for which the longterm variations of
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the temperature and salinity have been analyzed separately. The locations where the three major rivers enter
the western
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[Brasseuret al., 1996],from the Frenchnavy and from
own measurements.Our climatology differs from other

comparableones [Brasseuret al., 1996] [MEDATLAS,
1997] by its calculationmethod and by the underlying database. In differenceto the other climatologies
1o

1o

wehavecalculated
monthlyaverages
ona • x •

hor-

izontal and 31-level vertical grid for the years 1905 to
1994 thus allowingthe analysisnot only of the regional
but also of the longterm variations.Values deviating
more than 4 rr from the box averagewere rejected and
the averageswere recalculated.Climatologicalseasonal
cycleswere then derived by averagingthe 90 years. A
subsequentsmoothingof the resulting fields consisted
of two parts: first a horizontal averagingwith Gaussian

o

ical orthogonal functionswere usedto filter in the vertical dimension.For the reconstructionof the fields only
the first 10 of the 31 EOFs wereused,containingmore
than 99.9%

of the total

variance.

Subtraction

of the

climatological seasonalcycles from the monthly fields
gave temperature and salinity anomaliesfor the period

from 1955to 1994 (before1955the data wastoo sparse
to allow satisfactoryanalyses).For a further averaging
of the anomalies

the western Mediterranean

was subdi-
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anomalies were then analyzed with linear regressions
than
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T surface layer (0-63m)

vided into three regions(Fig. 1). The region-averaged
for each depth level (Fig. 2). The usageof anomalies
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weights(halfwidth 53 km) wasappliedand then empir-
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culation of averagesin regions with spatial variations Figure 2. Longterm variations of atmospheric and
and distinguishesour approach from previous ones.
oceanic properties in the Mediterranean region. Part

(a) displaysrain-gaugederivedprecipitation-anomaly
time seriesfor the westernMediterraneanregion(thin)
and the NAO-Index (bold), part (b) the yearlyaveraged
The analysisrevealed two water masseswith signifi- Ebro river runoff,and panels(c) to (h) salinityandtem-

Results

and

Discussion

cant trends. From their strengths and regional distribution

we are now

able to localize

the

sources.

The

first trend is the already known development of the
WMDW to higher temperatures and salinities. The

perature anomalies in the northwestern Mediterranean

(region 2) for layers resemblingthe three main water
massesof the westernMediterranean.Dots in (c) to (h)
denote monthly averagedanomalieswhile the lines con-

nect the yearly averages(dashedwhereyearly averages
trendsfor the Gulf of Lions (a fractionof region2) of are missing).Note that the scalesin (c) to (h) vary.
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trends are created during the local deep water forma- the decrease in annual marine rainfall of 0.046-[-0.025 m
tion and not by widespread vertical diffusion. The sec- over the three decades. The decreasingprecipitation in
ond and up to now unknown trend is located in the up- the Mediterranean region is related to a large-scalevaripermostlevelsof the northwesternMediterranean(re- ation in the northern hemisphere atmospheric circula-

gion 2). Between 1960 and 1990 the salinity increased tion, the North Atlantic Oscillation(NAO)

[Hurtell,

by 0.135:0.03 over the upper 70 m of the watercolumn. 1995]. During one extreme of its oscillation(indicated
Below 70 m the trend weakens until it finally vanishes by a positive NAO-index, the winterly sealevel pressure
at 150 m depth. This depth range agreeswith the ver- difference between Lissbon, Portugal and Stykkishol-

tical extensionof the MAW. No significanttrends are
presentin the upper levels of regions1 and 3. Another
important result of the regressionanalysesis the nonexistenceof significant trends at the levels of the LIW
(250-500m) in all threeregionsof the westernMediterranean. The slight increasein LIW salinitiesin figure
2e is not significant and too small to be solely responsible for the trends in the deep water. Becauseof the
LIW beingthe only watermassspreadingfrom the eastern into the western

Mediterranean

this excludes

mur, Iceland [Hurrell, 1995])the atmospheric
moisture
transport is shifted northward from southern to northern Europe causing reduced rainfall in the Mediterranean region. The longterm increaseof the NAO-index
lasting from the end of the 1960suntil 1994 thus was accompanied by a reduction of the rainfall in the Mediterranean

area.

The river runoff has also changedsignificantlyby the

regulationof SpanishEbro river [Ibanezet al., 1996].

east-

Its runoffdecreased
froman averageof 618m3 s-1 during 1960-1965to 245 m3 s-• during1990-1995with
speculated
by [RoblingandBryden,1992]and [Leaman lowesttransportsof lessthan 130 m3 s-• in 1989 and
and $chott, 1991]. Changesof easternMediterranean 1990 [Ibanezet al., 1996]. At the sametime the dis-

ern Mediterranean sourcesfor the deep water trends as

LIW properties have, however, been documented for

chargesof the two other major rivers entering the west-

past 10 years [Roetheret al., 1996]and may well be ern Mediterranean,the Rhone (France) and the Tiber
responsible for changes in the western Mediterranean
after our period of analysis.
The comparison of upper with deep layer trends in
the deep water formation area showsthat vertical mixing, as occurs during deep convection, is sufficient to
explain the deep trends as a redistribution of the upper
trends onto the newly formed deep water, the spreading of which is a point of ongoingresearch.The simultaneously observedwarming of the WMDW can be explained by the higher temperatures at which the density of the already existing deep water is reached during the deep convection process.This is supported by
our estimation of no significantvariations in deep water
density. Hence we attribute the deep water trends to a
local increase in surface water
formation

salinities

area in the northwestern

in the WMDW

Mediterranean.

The

searchfor the sourcesof the surface salinity increaseis
thus concentrated on the boundary conditions in the
western Mediterranean

Sea.

Three main componentscontribute to the freshwater
budget of the Mediterranean Sea: precipitation, river
runoff and evaporation. Sufficientlylong time seriesfor

(Italy), remainedunchangedat about 1600 m3 s-1
and 200 m3 s-•, respectively [UNESCO, 1969].The
Ebro-runoff enters the cycloniccirculation of the northwestern Mediterranean, formed by water which has
been present in the western Mediterranean for some
years. Distributed over this northwestern part the reduction of the annual freshwater input by the Ebro,
which is at least partially anthropogenic, amounts to
0.0404-0.011 m over the period of 30 years.
The longterm variation of the evaporation is difficult
to determine. Two datasets, based on the same meteorological observationsfrom merchant ships, are evaluated
here. The first is the comprehensiveocean-atmosphere

data set (COADS) evaluated with the methods outlined by [Garrett et al., 1993] and the secondis the
datasetof IDa Silva et al., 1994].Both setsindicatea
decrease in evaporation over the period of interest but
with substantially different trend values. The drop in
annual evaporation between the sixties and the nineties
amounts to 0.0784-0.064 m and 0.0214-0.018 m, respectively, for the two datasets. These values are subject
to a large uncertainty, since they depend strongly on

trend

The longterm development of the precipitation has

Without such corrections the evaporation is about constant over the 30 year period, so that the calculated
spheric Administration baseline climatologicaldataset decreaseis largely a product of the differing correction
[GCPS, 1997]. Between1960 and 1990 the decrease schemes.For the following calculation we use the value
of the average annual rainfall of 0.58 m amounts to 0.021-t-0.018m of [Da •ilva et al., 1994]becausethey
0.093-[-0.051
m. From measurements
in the northwestapplied the nonlinear correction to each single observa-

been evaluated

ern Mediterranean

with

the National

Oceanic

it was determined

that

and Atmo-

the rainfall

at sea is about half that at neighbouring coastal sta-

tions [Bethoux,1979].Climatological
rainfalldata [Da
Silva et al., 1994] indicatesthat the maritime rainfall
might be higher than found in the older study. For our
calculations

we use the more conservative

estimate

of

tion beforeperformingany averaging,whereas[Garrett
et al., 1993]useda time dependentcorrectionupon already averaged wind speed estimates. However, we feel

uncomfortablewith the large discrepancyof both resuits, which require further study.
In total the changeof the yearly freshwaterbudget
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SOURCES
loss of

0.065+0.054 m. Application of this additional annual
freshwater deficit onto the surface layer of 70 m under
consideration of a residencetime of three years results
in a salinity increase of 0.106-•0.088, which corresponds
to the observed salinity variation in the northwestern

Mediterranean (region 2). The residencetime of three
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